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About This Game

So you think you are pretty good at throwing ping pong balls into plastic cups? Well we will see about that hot shot. Welcome to
VeeR Pong, where you can test your skills against anyone at any time of day, or if everyone is passed out play against a bot who

will keep your skills in check.

Features

Multiplayer: Seriously, what good is a party game that you can't play with other people in real time?! VeeR Pong
supports multiple modes of multiplayer because sometimes you want to chill, and other times you want to compete.

Fully Active Gameplay: Want to adjust your angle, take a step to your side. Want to add spin to your shot, twist your
controller in that direction as you shoot.

True to Life Scale: Objects in this game have been meticulously crafted to achieve the same scale as they would be in
the real world.

Casual and Competitive Modes: Play with whatever custom house rules (bounce shots, "death" cup, island cups, etc)
you want in FreeForAll where rules are enforced by the people playing the game. Looking for something more
competitive and less up to interpretation, then play in Competitive Mode where a slightly modified version of the rules
used in the World Series of Beer Pong are automatically enforced.
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setup. beer pong table size. beer pong racks. beer pong redemption rules. beer pong rules. beer pong regulation size

Finally! :D
I followed this masterpiece as it was being developed at the gamedev.ru forum. It was adorable even as an early alpha, it is
absolutely gorgeous now.

The visuals... Are like a soothing balm for my eyes after all those newfangled games.
It uses genuine software renderer to boot! (unlike some ersatz retro-games using shaders to emulate texture distortions), so you
may want to lower your screen resolution if your CPU is mammoth coprolite like my Phenom II.

It's hardcore: you get killed, you go back to the beginning. The enemies dodge, shuffle around and shoot wiggling projectiles
that are hard to predict. The level design facilitates being surprised from behind.

And that one secret to get that one weapon...? Unique!. It's okay for a game to be tongue and cheek about what it does, to
lampshade tropes and poke fun at its subject matter. It's part of being self-aware, of understanding your medium and using it
well.

This game is frustrating because it takes this to its illogical conclusion: EVERYTHING is lampshaded, the fourth wall is broken
constantly, and you're never given even a second to immerse yourself without the game reminding you that THIS is what it is
doing, and isn't it so clever that it's doing that and aware of it?

Coupled with bafflingly poor game design decisions (that you're perhaps supposed to appreciate for the irony?) like running
across an entire established world several times for a quest, being all but required to adjust your date and time settings on your
actual computer, and Twitter integration of all things, this game trips over itself to get in the way of your having fun.

The art is pretty, though. If they toned the smug faux-intellectualism down a notch and tried not intentionally designing the
game poorly, it could've been a fun game.. I was waiting for this! I'm glad that it was released already. I immediately bought it as
soon as I can. It was a nice read. The length was comparable to the first chapter. If you like being verbally abused by a beautiful
half-Japanese tsundere, buy this. You won't regret it.. Oh the joy and the lower back pains this game gave me..
Penarium is an addictive game. It is so simple and I had so much fun, a game you would expect from Team 17.
I hope Willy gets to do some other things except from jumping and running in the sequel (if there is one?).

10\/10 would recommend! \\(^_^)\/. awesome game with interesting charicters, usuly i like to play the aliens or bad team in
games like this but i much perfered to play the humans
definaly would avdvis people should play this and only bad thing about the game is that their isnt more to play !!!. this game
would would be absolutely amazing just if it had more users playing buy this game fill the servers and make it a fantastic game
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It's a fun time killer and to see if you want to see how quick you are to react on keyboard without looking too! Definitely a fun
game but if you want to keep a good high score turn off achievement notifications those will end your game! The music choice
is also a plus. If you're bored play this to pass and have fun with the modes that are selectable as you level up.. Hey, that's pretty
good. A fun game in the Metal Slug tradition.

Terrific soundtrack.. HMM ok so it crashed a few times just trying to start it then finally i was stuck at the screen that says grab
the wheel... GG! maybe wait till more updates are out but the game is 100% unplayable at it's current state not sure what the
money is for, so many free playable games out there lol

New update is out and i am still stuck at Grab the wheel :(. Me and the chick love this game.....

I love the movie, so naturally im down for a watchman themed♥♥♥♥♥kicker.

Was really impressed for the price....Its like batman combat, but not really...

Great fun and a must buy for 5 bucks
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